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Le 405 Bar à Bières 

"Beer Haven"

A short distance away from Place Bellacour, the Le 405 Bar à Bières

doubles up as a sports bar and a beer garden, serving at least 40 beers on

tap and other bottled varieties. This place enjoys great happy hours and

invites tourist to revel in their fun, breezy atmosphere. A mezzanine

separates the sports-watching section from the quieter, more beer-centric

portion of the bar. Non-beer enthusiasts can find solace in other alcoholic

varieties such as rum, whiskey and cocktails. To nibble on, there are

homemade varieties of hot dogs, pizzas and other American fast food

available on the menu.

 +33 9 8220 2513  www.bar-a-biere-lyon.fr/  contact@bar-a-biere-lyon.fr  9 rue Constantine, Lyon
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The Smoking Dog 

"Cultural & Fun"

Situated between Saint-Paul and Saint-Jean in the old Lyons, this bar is a

place where your general culture will be put through an abrupt test, as the

tables are surrounded by books! The atmosphere very English is the fruit

of an undeniable tendency to drink and enjoy yourself, and you will love it.

There is a giant screen at your disposal, and the prices are reasonable.

Tuesday evening is the best time to come and show your drinking

aptitude.

 +33 4 7828 3827  thesmokingdog69@gmail.com  16 rue Lainerie, Lyon
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Johnny's Kitchen 

"A Load of Irish Fun"

Located in the bustling neighborhood of Old Lyon, Johnny's Kitchen dons

many hats as it juggles between being an exceptional Irish pub, and a

phenomenal burger restaurant. This thriving pub on rue Saint-Georges

features an upbeat Irish vibe, replete with live concerts and Sunday sports

nights. Irish beers are available on craft, alongside shooters, juicy burgers

and creative tapas dishes. The revelry continues until the wee hours of the

night, so don't hold yourself back and give in to the fun.

 +33 4 7837 9413  www.johnnyskitchen.fr/  johnnyskitchenlyon@hotm

ail.com

 48 Rue Saint-Georges, Saint-

Georges, Lyon
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Bad's Club Café 

"Badminton & Squash Club"

Bad's Club is not just a traditional café & restaurant. The reason why it

features in this section is because it is also a sports club! You will find 6

badminton and 5 squash courts. You can hire equipment and take private

lessons here too.

 +33 4 7271 5050  44 rue Victor-Lagrange, Lyon
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